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The Vias Imports luxury
portfolio represents the absolute

pinnacle of Italian wine production.We
are proud to present this guide to the most
exceptional wines in our Italian portfolio,
including those from the world class regions of
Barolo, Barbaresco, Brunello di Montalcino,
and more.
These are truly spectacular wines that
express a deep sense of place and rich history.
They have been crafted with the utmost care
and attention by our family of producers
throughout Italy, who aim to preserve
tradition and lineage just as much as they
strive for excellence in quality.
In this guide, you’ll find the stories of
our wineries, descriptions of each individual
wine, pricing information, and recent
accolades. We sincerely hope this guide will
serve as helpful resource for furthur curating
your wine collection.
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Italian
luxury
Producers
Damilano

BAROLO BRUNATE 2011

Wines from the Brunate vineyard are prized for their
depth, power, and brilliant balance. The finer soil of this
terroir gives the wine a distinct signature of spice notes
such as clove and cinnamon, maturing into rose and
liquorice with age.

PIEMONTE >>> The Damilano family business
dates back to 1890 when Giuseppe Borgogno began
to vinify his own estate wines. It is with great
passion that Giacomo Damilano, the founder’s
son-in-law, developed with his children a love for
the vineyards, selecting and caring for them with
great care in order to improve the quality of the
wines. Over time, the winery’s production was
transformed into a jewel that was passed down
with pride in 1997 to Giacomo’s grandchildren,
who
continue to manage the winery today.
Paolo, Mario and Guido Damilano, the fourth
generation, have brought new vigor to the
family business while upholding Damilano’s
historic production philosophy:
high quality
wines can only come from high quality grapes.
With the assistance of agronomist Giampiero
Romana and enologist Beppe Caviola, Damilano
continues to hone and improve each vintage.
Ambassadors of Barolo, the Damilano line culminates
in several single vineyard crus that explore the vast
and nuanced expression of Nebbiolo in this region.

95 James Suckling
94 Wine Advocate

BAROLO CEREQUIO 2011

The Cerequio vineyard lies at the southern limit of La
Morra on a sheer hillside with due east exposure averaging
nearly 1200 feet in altitude. Known as the “Balcony of the
Langhe,” it enjoys a panoramic vantage point over Barolo,
Castiglione, and Monforte.

93 Wine Advocate
94 James Suckling

BAROLO LISTE 2010

BAROLO LECINQUEVIGNE
2011

Liste is a single vineyard known for its notable elgance. It
is only four hectares in size, and it maintains an exclusive
elgance. Nebbiolo from this vineyard is known for high
anthocyanins and polyphenols, resulting in highly
developed tannins and excellent structure.

Crafted from five different townships, all part of the
Barolo DOCG zone. The final wine is a unique expression
of what the region has to offer. Ready to drink now, but
has the capacity to age for at least 10 years.

93 James Suckling
95 Wine Advocate

92 Wine Enthusiast
90 Vinous Media
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Damilano con’t
BAROLO CANNUBI 2011

Cannubi is the flagship wine of the Damilano line.
Cannubi owes its distinct character to the unique
composition of the vineyard’s soil. At the intersection of
terrain from two geological periods, fine sand and high
calcium levels give the final wine a singular elegance and
concentrated polyphenols.

95 Wine Enthusiast
93 Wine Advocate
93 Wine Spectator

BAROLO CANNUBI ‘1752’
RISERVA 2008

BAROLO LE COSTE 2012

1752 is the year when a historic bottle was first marked
‘Cannubi.’ The newest Damilano Riserva, this wine
embodies the principles of rigor, complexity, and
expression of terroir. A very special wine made only in
exceptional vintages.

First produced in 2004, Le Coste is one of the few single
vineyard wines from this Cru available in the U.S. The
microclimate enjoys large amounts of calcareous marl
which results in a final wine that distinguishes itself with a
clean and vibrant fruit character.

98 James Suckling
95 Wine Advocate

93 Wine Spectator

BAROLO SAN GIUSEPPE 2012

Made from only two vineyards totaling about 3 acres,
the yield from these grapes is extremely low. Thinning
the vines and pruning throughout the summer result in
better maturation in the remaining grapes. The wine is
aged in large botti, allowing tannins to round out without
masking the wine’s rich fruit bouquet.

Pecchenino
PIEMONTE >>> The Pecchenino family has worked
in viticulture for over four generations and made
the leap from small wine production to a winery of
international recognition under the brothers Orlando
and Attilio Pecchenino. Today, Pecchenino consists
of 54 acres in Dogliani and an additional seven acres
in Monforte. Focused on the production of highquality Dolcetto, Nebbiolo and a few other select
varietals, Pecchenino’s vines are painstakingly cared
for by hand. In addition to its consistent high quality,
Pecchenino distinguishes itself by being the only
winery to produce Dolcetto aged in oak, resulting in
Dolcetto wines with an aging potential of over 10 years.

92 Wine Spectator

BAROLO BUSSIA 2012

Bussia is one of the most prestigious single vineyards in
Barolo. Characterized by a potent structure, extraordinary
depth of flavor, and an uncommon aging potential.

93 Wine Spectator
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Produttori
del Barbaresco

MONTESTEFANO RISERVA 2011

This vineyard resides on a steep hillside, allowing it to
withstand more rain than others. Considered the ‘Barolo’
of the single vineyard Barbarescos, its meaty structure and
thickness on the palate make this an excellent aging wine.

PIEMONTE >>> Founded in 1958, the priest of the
village of Barbaresco, recognizing that the only way
small properties could survive was by joining their
efforts, gathered together nineteen small growers
and founded the Produttori del Barbaresco. From its
humble beginnings making the first three vintages in
the church basement, Produttori del Barbaresco has
grown to a 52 member co-operative with 250 acres
of Nebbiolo vineyards in the Barbaresco appellation
and an annual production of over 500,000 bottles.
Its vineyards amount to almost 1/6 of the vineyards
of the area. Each member is in full control of their
land, growing Nebbiolo grapes with the skill and
dedication they have honed over generations.
Playing a key role in elevating the quality level of
Barbaresco over the years, Produttori del Barbaresco
produces a simpler Nebbiolo Langhe, a Barbaresco
blend and nine single vineyard wines produced in
premier vineyards: Asili, Rabajà, Pora, Montestefano,
Ovello, Pajè, Montefico, Muncagota and Rio
Sordo. In 2011, all nine Crus were produced; a rare
occurence that only happens in exceptional vintages.

94 Wine Advocate
93 Wine Spectator
94 Vinous Media

MUNCAGOTA RISERVA 2011

This vineyard is on a ridge further from the Tanaro river,
with more compact soil and high calcium levels that create
big tannins in the wine. The cooler climate and higher
elevation of Muncagota give the wine a unique floral and
mineral character.

95 Wine Spectator
92 Wine Advocate
92 Wine Enthusiast

OVELLO RISERVA 2011

The higher clay levels in this soil give the wine strong,
ripe fruit notes. Considered to be a “Tomboy,” of a wine,
Ovello has a rougher edge to its tannins in its youth, but
they become more integrated over time. Aging potential
of 20 years.

94+ Vinous Media
93 Wine Spectator
93 Wine Enthusiast

PAJÈ RISERVA 2011

At a lower altitude than its counterparts, Pajè receives
a cool wild from the Tanaro river and has high calcium
levels in the soil. The higher acidity in this wine allows it
to better retain its fresh character as it ages.

94 Wine Spectator
95 Vinous Media
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Le Salette

PDB con’t

VENETO >>> In 1860 and the local farmers
decided to build the sanctuary of Le Salette as a
votive offering to the Madonna when she freed
their vineyards from the scourge of phylloxera. The
sanctuary is a church which overlooks the village that
it protects. It appears to be hanging on the rocks,
and is surrounded by hills and vineyards. One of the
vineyards extends to just below the sacred building
and has always been the property of the Scamperle
family, a historical winemaking family of Valpolicella
whose property takes the same name as the sanctuary.
Indeed, for generations the Scamperle family
has dedicated itself to growing grapes, and, over
the years, to gradually increasing the number of
vineyards. Today, the family owns 49 cultivated
acres, situated throughout the most renowned places
of the Valpolicella Classico DOC area: Fumane Cà
Carnocchio, I Progni e Cà Melchiori, Sant’Ambrogio
Conca D’Oro and in San Floriano Monte Masua.
The type of grapes produced are the most classical
types of the zone: Corvina, Corvinone, Rondinella,
Oseleta, a small quantity of Molinara, and Croatina.
The vineyards are grown slowly and carefully,
always respecting the local technique which is
sensitive to nature, following nature’s rhythm to
bring out the unique character of each variety.

PORA RISERVA 2011

Pora is closest to the Tanaro river. The vines enjoy the heat
of the morning sun in the summer and a more fertile soil
than vineyards at a higher elevation, which translates into
approachable tannins.

95 Wine Spectator
92 Vinous Media

RABAJÀ RISERVA 2011

Located where the two ridges of Barbaresco meet. A brother
wine to Muncagota with a slightly warmer microclimate.
Considered a quintessential Barbaresco, this wine is wellrounded, exhibiting elegance and power, as well as tannin
and fruit.

95+ Vinous Media
95 Wine Spectator
94 Wine Advocate

AMARONE della VALPOLICELLA
CLASSICO 2012

Intense and highly developed with notes of dry herbs,
prunes, and cherries. Full bodied with a velvety, warm
mouthfeel and a long finish. This Amarone has an aging
potential of over 15 years.

91 Wine Enthusiast

LA MAREGA AMARONE della
VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO 2012

Deep ruby red with garnet highlights. Intense perfume
of black cherries, toasted almonds, and cocoa bean.
Elegant and structured. Aging potential of over 25 years.

93 Wine Enthusiast
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best of its character in one of Alto Adige’s great crus.
In 1995, Gottardi released its first vintage of Pinot
Noir, which was awarded best Blauburgunder in
Alto Adige. The acclaim of this first vintage has
been followed by years of international recognition.

Le Salette con’t
PERGOLE VECE AMARONE della
VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO 2011

PINOT NOIR RISERVA 2012

This wine is only made in the best vintages. The vineyards
are located in the 3 best Crus of Valpolicella: La Masua,
Le Salette, and Conca d’Oro, with vines 20 years or older.
‘Pergole Vece’ refers to the pergola trellissing used in the
vineyards and ‘Vece,’ meaning ‘old’ in local dialect. Aging
potential of 30 years.

This Pinot Noir comes from one of the few areas in Alto
Adige dedicated to this very specific variety. Western
exposure ensures a lot of sun in the evening, plus cool
wind at night from the Dolomites, which is important for
the development of elegance and intense aromatic profile
of this wine. Only produced in the best vintages.

92 Wine Enthusiast
91 Wine Spectator

93 Wine Advocate
92 Vinous Media

Gottardi

BRUNO GOTTARDI PINOT
NOIR SELEZIONE 2010

ALTO ADIGE >>> The vineyard resides above
Neumarkt in the South Tyrol area of Alto Adige.
This area has always been known as “Pinot Noir
Heaven” and one of the best places in Italy for
growing this challenging variety. The estate’s high
elevation faces the afternoon sun, making it ideal
for cultivating some of Italy’s best Pinot Noir.
In 1986, the estate and its 16 acres were purchased
by the Gottardi family. The acquisition was a
return to winemaking in the region after losing
their vineyards to phylloxera and p
 eronospora three
generations before. Dedicated exclusively to the
cultivation of Pinot Noir, the Gottardi “chateau,”
has a gravity-fed winery that is customized to better
accommodate this delicate v ariety, bringing out the

A special edition wine, 2010 was the last vintage that
patriarch Bruno Gottardi worked on. As a tribute to
him, his son Alexander Gottardi decided to take their
best examples of Pinot Noir and let them age two years
in barriques and two and a half years in bottle. Only
about 1,500 bottles in total were made. Elegant ruby red,
fragrant cherry and fig, with fine silky tannins and tobacco
hints harmoniously blended with the aroma of dried forest
berries.

90 Vinous Media
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SAN LEONARDO 2008

The varied microclimates of San Leonardo favor the
Bordeaux varietals of Cabernet Sauvignon, Carmenère,
Merlot, and Cabernet Franc that go into this wine.
Conceived under the supervision of the acclaimed
enologist Giacomo Tachis, this limited production wine
has aristocratic finesse and great aging potential. Awarded
Tre Bicchieri 16 times.

93+ Vinous Media
95 James Suckling
92 Wine Advocate

San Leonardo
TRENTINO >>> Located in the Vallagrina, an area
carved out by the Adige river, Tenuta San Leonardo
enjoys a temperate climate that benefi ts from the Ora
del Garda wind. Once a medieval fief that spanned
over 740 acres, Tenuta San Leonardo has been
producing wine for centuries. Under the ownership
of the Guerrieri Gonzaga family since the mid-18th
century, this estate has often been the setting of
historical events, from the marriage of Longbard kings
to the negotiation of the WWI armistice with Austria.
Today, San Leonardo has approximately 50 acres of
vineyards planted with international varietals that
thrive in the varied microclimates of the estate.
The majority of the vineyards are planted with
Cabernet Sauvignon, but Carmenere, Cabernet
Franc and Merlot are also abundant. Cultivation
is focused on low yields and highly concentrated
grapes. The resulting wines have a great depth,
concentration and an aristocratic finesse that can go
toe-to-toe against the world’s finest Bordeaux blends.

Argiano
TOSCANA >>> In 1581, at the summit of a hill,
south-west of Montalcino, the Villa of Argiano was
built among vineyards and olive groves. Over the
centuries, this estate has been owned by important
families such as the Buonsignori, Albizzeschi, Tolomei,
Montanini, Sozzini, Colombini, Ugurgieri, and Pecci
families. In 1992, the Countess Noemi Marone
Cinzano acquired the estate and sought to improve
the propriety’s winemaking under the oenological
guidance of the famous winemaker Giacomo Tachis.
This project strove to achieve the highest standards
of quality and resulted in Tachis’ creation of the
exceptional Solengo, a Bordeaux blend that exudes
its privileged Montalcino terroir. In 2013, the estate
was purchased by Andre Esteves, who has left the
winemaking team intact and redoubled efforts on
continue the long-standing tradition of Argiano.

CARMENÈRE 2010

This variety belongs to the Cabernet family of grapes. The
name ‘Carmenère’ originates from the French word for
‘crimson,’ referring to the brilliant color of the autumn
foliage of the vine. San Leonardo’s Carmenère’ comes
from the estate’s oldest vineyards.

93 Wine Advocate
94 James Suckling
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SOLENGO 2013

Argiano con’t

Solengo is a unique blend of grape varietals not
traditionally found in Montalcino, such as Cabernet
Sauvignon, Merlot, and Syrah. Solengo is possible due to
Argiano’s particular microclimate and was the brainchild
of renowned enologist, GIacomo Tachis.

Today, Adriano Bambagioni, Argiano’s supervising
cellar master for over 20 years, and enologist Alberto
Antonini guarantee the quality and reputation of the
Argiano estate. The estate expands over 250 acres with
125 acres under vine. The vineyards enjoy year-round
southern exposure and eocenic soil formed by marl
limestone and clay in some areas. The c onstant breeze
from Maremma to the west provides the ventilation
in the vineyards needed to prevent disease during
the growing season. At over 1,000 feet above sea
level, the vineyards experience regular night cooling
which assists in the steady ripening of the grapes.
Argiano explores the full potential of this distinct
terroir, producing both classic interpretations such
as Rosso di Montalcino and Brunello di Montalcino,
as well as, modern expressions utilizing international
varietals that have found a home in Montalcino.

94 James Suckling

SUOLO 2012

Suolo is produced out of Sangiovese grosso from the
vineyard Vignoni, the oldest vineyard at Argiano, and
from Oliviera, one of Argiano’s younger vineyards. As a
result, Suolo shows a unique synergy between young and
old vines while exploring the great complexity of Argiano’s
terroir. “Suolo” is indeed the italian word for “soil.”

93 James Suckling

BRUNELLO di MONTALCINO
2011

Camigliano

Distinguished by its elegance and deep ruby red color, the
Brunello di Montalcino is made with Sangiovese grosso
grapes harvested between the end of September and
middle of October, depending on the soil type, exposure
of the vineyards, and climatic trend.

TOSCANA >>> Camigliano is one of the most
historic estates in Montalcino. Acquired in 1957
by entrepreneur Walter Ghezzi, Camigliano was
converted over time to the production of high quality
wines, in particular of Brunello di Montalcino. The
1,300 acre estate is planted with over 220 acres of
vineyards, 200 of which are Sangiovese vineyards.
His son Gualtiero put a lot of effort into the modernizing
the company. Through the construction of a new
subterranean cellar and the demolition of the previous
building, Camigliano restored streets and panoramic
views, and regained an astonishing landscape of the
high Maremma for the medieval town of 32 residents.
Wine is kept in tubs with refrigerating bands
with a total capacity of 4,000 hectoliters. There
are also Slavonian oak barrels with a capacities of
up to 150 hectoliters that give the right amount
of oak influence while retaining the distinct
character of this Montalcino microclimate.
Camigliano’s annual production of 350,000 bottles
is predominantly Rosso di Montalcino and Brunello
di Montalcino. Camigliano also makes a limited
production of Gualto Brunello di Montalcino Riserva.

93+ Wine Advocate
93 James Suckling

BRUNELLO di MONTALCINO
RISERVA 2010

The Brunello Riserva is a celebration of Argiano and
their remarkable history, passion for Sangiovese, and
extraordinary terroir of the vineyards. The 2010 vintage
was spectacular, and Argiano therefore produced their
first Brunello Riserva in almost 20 years. The grapes
selected come from the finest vineyards, known for their
consistency in terms of concentration, power, and aging.

96 Wine Advocate
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Fossacolle

Camigliano con’t
BRUNELLO di MONTALCINO
2011

TOSCANA >>> Owner Sergio Marchetti belongs
to an old patriarchal family of the 18th century. The
family’s descendants have lived and farmed on this
land for generations. In the 1980s, the owner of the
lands gifted Fossacolle to the family when he sold
the properties.Fossacolle is four hectares of vineyards
in the medieval town of Tavernelle in southern
Montalcino. This area benefits from the wind of nearby
Maremma which creates a perfect climate to grow and
to mature grapes.Sergio and his family manage the
vineyards and his son-in-law, Adriano Bambagioni,
with the help of his son Stefano, carry out all the
enological and commercial aspects of Fossacolle.

The Brunello from this historic estate is made from
Sangiovese Grosso cultivated on 124 acres of vineyards
that produce yields far below the legal limit. Camigliano
ensures this elegant Brunello embodies the terroir by
utilizing carefully selected clones and selecting Sangiovese
from the vineyards with the best exposition.

93 James Suckling

BRUNELLO di MONTALCINO
RISERVA GUALTO 2010

This wine is made from grapes grown in the best sandy-clay
soils of the estate, close to the castle. The micro-climate
of Camigliano gives the wine elegance and a personality
of bouquet and taste. Gualto has an excellent ageing
potential thanks to its high quality, its bouquet evolving
gracefully over time. The name “Gualto” honors owner
Gualtiero Ghezzi

BRUNELLO di MONTALCINO
2011

This six-acre vineyard in southern Montalcino is
meticulously cared for by the Marchetti family. The winery
Fossacolle was established in 1984 and the first vintage
of Brunello was 1997. The unique microclimate benefits
from the winds of nearby Maremma.

96 Wine Spectator
94 Wine Advocate
96 James Suckling

94 James Suckling

BRUNELLO di MONTALCINO
RISERVA 2010

This reserve was realized as a celebration of Fossacolle’s 10th
anniversary. Created from S angiovese grown in the estate’s
oldest vineyard, this reserve is only made in exceptional
vintages. Intense notes of dark cherries, chocolate, and
spices on the nose. Complex structure and tannins with a
long, elegant finish.

95 Wine Advocate
93 James Suckling
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RAPTURE OF THE GRAPE
DAVID LACHAPELLE 2010

Rocca di
Frassinello

After having walked the vineyards of Rocca di Frassinello,
artist David LaChapelle felt the urgency to create Rapture
of the Grape, the artwork for the Labels Limited Edition,
to celebrate the 10th harvest of the estate, where it is on
permanent exhibition. Sangiovese, Cabernet Sauvignon,
and Merlot.

TOSCANA >>> Looking to expand beyond the
heavily saturated Chianti Classico area, Castellare
turned to the natural outlet of Maremma. What
started as a small expansion plan took on a new
dimension, as a unique joint venture between
Castellare and Domaines Barons de RothschildLafite, the first partnership of its kind.The project
couples Castellare’s experience in the growing and
vinification of Sangioveto with Lafite’s experience
in classic French varietals. Extensive research led
to a site selection in the hills formed by the two
sides of the old Aurelia in Monteregio di Massa
Marittima. The first vineyards were planted on
17 acres in 2000; however, today, this successful
project oversees almost 200 acres of vineyards in
an unrivalled microclimate for native varietals.

La Poderina

ROCCA di FRASSINELLO 2012

The top label, Rocca di Frassinello is the highest expression
of this Italian-French project. A wine able to mix strength,
intensity and elegance with delicate tannins which express
its fullness. This wine was created from a collaboration
between Christian Le Sommer, enologist of Les Domaines
Baron de Rothschild-Lafite, and Alessandro Cellai.

TOSCANA >>> Founded in 1988, La Poderina
is located in the Castelnuovo dell’Abate zone of
Montalcino, an area noted for the elegance and
balance of its grapes. The estate resides southeast of
Montalcino’s historic town center and consists of
consists of 120 acres. Specialized in the cultivation
of Sangiovese Grosso, La Poderina has 25 acres of
vineyards dedicated to the production of Brunello,
11 acres of vineyards dedicated to the production
of Rosso di Montalcino and 11 acres of vineyards
dedicated to the production of Sangiovese.
La Poderina has an integrated philosophy that
incorporates innovative techniques in order to
further Montalcino’s traditional wines. To this end,
La Poderina ages its wines in both French barriques
and larger botti, giving the final wines restrained oak
notes that still showcase unique characteristics of this
region’s Sangiovese. Yield levels are careful monitored
in order to cultivate concentrated flavor profiles. Each
vine produces yields far below the guidelines set out by
the appellation. La Poderina produces a total of 73,000
bottles annually and offers American wine drinkers
a Rosso di Montalcino, Brunello di Montalcino
and Poggio Abate Brunello di Montalcino Riserva.

93 Wine Advocate
92 James Suckling

BAFFONERO 2013

The top label, “le grand vin” following the Bordeaux
classification, the highest expression of the Italian-French
project. Produced from the first vines to be planted at
Rocca di Frassinello, Baffonero was created in order to
compete qualitatively with the great wines of Maremma.
This wine takes the name of the vineyard in which the
Merlot is cultivated.

94 Vinous Media
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Castello dei
Rampolla

La Poderina con’t
BRUNELLO di MONTALCINO
2011

TOSCANA >>> This historic estate owned by the
Di Napoli family since 1964 is situated in Panzano’s
Conca d’Oro. Selling its first estate bottles in 1975,
Castello dei Rampolla emerged as one of a hand-full
of producers who played a major role in the revival
of the Chianti Classico. Characterized by innovative
and rigorous production strategies, biodynamic
methods have been used in the vineyards since
1994. Castello dei Rampolla wines have become
cult favorites for their consistency and authenticity.

La Poderina is located just south of Montalcino in an
area renowned for elegant and balanced fruit. 25 acres are
dedicated to the cultivation of the Sangiovese Grosso for
the production of this Brunello and Poggio Abate. These
vineyards have yields well below the 32 ql/acre dictated by
the appellation’s regulations.

93 Wine Advocate

POGGIO ABATE BRUNELLO di
MONTALCINO RISERVA 2010

SAMMARCO 2011

The name Sammarco is in honor of Marco di Napoli,
brother of Maurizia and Luca, who died in a helicopter
accident in the early 1980s. Sammarco is the original
biodynamic Super-Tuscan. Sammarco actually predated
Ornellaia (1980) and boasts the same winemaking talent
behind it - Giacomo Tachis. This is one of the pioneering
Tuscan blends that privileges craftsmanship and quality,
establishing its credentials absent the instruments of
media and marketing.

La Poderina is located just south of Montalcino in an area
renowned for elegant and balanced fruit. In honor of the
rich artistic and viticultural history of this area, Poggio
Abate’s label features a detail from the local Sant’Antimo
abbey, which dates back to the 12th century.

95 James Suckling
94 Wine Advocate

95+ Vinous Media
95 James Suckling

D’ALCEO 2011

D’Alceo is a single vineyard, named after Maurizia
and Luca Di Napoli’s late father Alceo, who planted
the vineyard. Its intense marriage of opulence and
power has given it cult status, placing it in the realm
of Masseto and Messorio. No other in its class achieves
such a stunning and provocative expression—with a
lush density that belies the wine’s serious structure. Petit
Verdot’s contribution—unusual in the Super-Tuscan
genre- imparts a sleek and spicy dimension.

97 Vinous Media
97 James Suckling
95 Wine & Spirits
95 Wine Enthusiast
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Salvioni

Feudi del Pisciotto

TOSCANA >>> Surrounded by woods, the 50 acres
of La Cerbaiola estate look out over the Val d’Orcia
from an altitude of 1,375 feet to the southeast of
Montalcino. There are three small vineyards on
the property for a total of 10 acres, each with its
own characteristics. Soils vary from chalky schist
to stony marl, and there are subtle differences in
microclimate that influence the ripening of the grapes.
All the work in the vineyard is carried out by hand,
with hard pruning to obtain low yields of fruit
and careful selection during the manual harvest.
Production is deliberately limited, to obtain the very
best from a unique terroir: 10,000 bottles a year when
only Brunello is made; and 15,000 bottles a year
when Rosso di Montalcino is produced. The Salvioni
family has two cellars, one on the estate and the other
under their home in Montalcino. While vinification
and bottling takes place only at the estate winery,
the wines are split between the two cellars during
aging to ensure that all the barrels are getting the
conditions and attention they need before bottling.
To this day, the Salvioni endeavor is a family affair.
Giulio Salvioni is joined by his son, David, who
oversees vine husbandry and winemaking, and his
daughter, Alessia, who works alongside her father in
the marketing, sales and administration of the estate.

SICILIA >>> Feudi del Pisciotto consists of 82 acres
of vineyards planted in 2002. The property benefits
from two climatic moderators: the elevation, which
allows the vineyards to enjoy the sea breeze, and
the sea itself, a great mitigator of temperature.
Feudi del Pisciottos dedicate half their vines to the
red wine king of the island, Nero d’Avola, and half to
international varieties such as Cabernet and Merlot,
Inside the winery, Feudi del Pisciotto prides
itself on combining history with high
technology in the cellar in order to reach the
highest levels of the Sicilian wine production.
Part of the Pisciotto reserve, famous for its beauty,
the abundance of cork oaks and the presence
of many other species of vegetation, Feudi del
Pisciotto also enjoys relics of its long history,
including an extraordinary millstone that was
once used by the ancient Romans to make wine.
Inspired to preserve the rich history that surrounds
them, Feudi del Pisciotto collaborated with
some of Italy’s finest fashion designers, including
Versace, Valentino, and Missoni to create the
packaging for Pisciotto’s designer wine line.

PINOT NERO L’ETERNO 2011

L’Eterno is one of the only Pinot Noirs made outside of the
Etna area. It comes from 767 clones cultivated in a five acre
vineyard. This was also the first project the winery made
in collaboration with famous Italian fashion designers in
order to preserve some important art and culturale sites.
“L’ Eterno” is a sculpture by artist Giacomo Serpotta.

BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO
2011

Yields in the 10 acres of vineyards are heavily limited
through green pruning and extensive green harvesting.
Frequent ripeness testing ensures that the quality of the
grapes merits Brunello production.

91 James Suckling

96 Wine Advocate
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